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Behind the villag-e of Ginting-, on Penang- Island, there is a great
area of low-lying- but fertile land where rice is grown. In the months
which follow the harvest, these ricefields, or 'bindang-', left untended
by man, become a vast sea of reeds which only the wind touches
with its invisible hands. Here, where nature has re-entered into

possession, her tenant creatures of the wild move in after her.

The Rails make their home in this intricacy of reeds, in the
midst of which they chase about and squabble noisily. The Bitterns too
live here, but in silence, making- their furtive way along- well-trodden
lanes, so that even ^hen the grass around is cut, force-of -habit
makes them follow a path to the nest which no longer conceals them.
Two different species of Bitterns live in good neighbourly relations,

and often their nests are placed so close together that they might
almost be called colonial nesters : one species is the Yellow Bittern
{Ixohrychus sinensis), and the other the Chestnut Bittern {Ixohrychus
cinnamomeus)

.

The Yellow Bittern (Ixohrychus sinensis)

The Checklist of the Birds of Malaya describes the Yellow Bittern
as a 'passage migrant and winter visitor', and for a long time it

was ^believed by the best authorities that the bird did not nest in

Malaya. However, Mr. James Cairns, a resident of Penang, after

prolonged and careful observation, established the fact that the
Yellow Bittern was a fellow-resident, both of the island and the
mainland in Province Wellesley. Mr. Cairns's findings were set put
in a paper, entitled 'The Yellow Bittern', which he wrote for the
Malayan Nature Society Journal, (Vol. ix. No. i, June 1954, page 11),
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and, in the same issue, he also contributed a further note entitled,.

'Notes on Two Families of Yellow Bittern' (page 28), which was
illustrated by a photograph of the nest taken by F. G. H. Allen.

Mr. Cairns jiad, already in 1953, invited me to visit Penang- to

try and obtain photographs of the bird, but despite good intentions

which went so far as to send up my hide in advance, business problems
kept me inactive in ornithology throughout the whole of the year.

In 1954, soon after my return from a round-the-world trip, I again
received a message to say that a nest had been found, and once more
inviting me to go up to photograph the bird. An opportunity once
lost, seldom recurs, but now the fates had given me another chance
and so, despite the fact that my mouse-like nibblings had as yet

failed to make any impression on the mountain of work on my office

table, I took- the first aeroplane to Penang, arriving there on Sunday
morning, August 22nd, 1954, at just after 11 o'clock.

Cairns, and my brother Loke Wan-yat, were waiting for me ; the

former was dressed for a day in the marshes, and we must have
made a strangely contrasted pair, the one with his jungle clothes and
boots, and the other, straight from the big city of Singapore, still

too natty to look a naturalist. I soon changed my clothes in the

car, and once arrived in the ricefield area of Ginting Village, we lost

no time but plunged into the marshes. I was dressed in my field

grey shirt and khaki trousers, and carried over my shoulder a black

tripod which bore a strong resemblance to a Bren-gun stand : the

thought crossed my mind that I must have looked suspiciously hke
a bandit, and I wondered whether a member of the security force,

if he saw me, would challenge first before he fired, or would shoot

first and ask questions afterwards. The question was perhaps only

aca,demic, even though terrorists had but recently been discovered

in the hills behind Ginting Pass. I have, fortunately, not had the

experience of a good friend of mine who, on one occasion, found it

necessary to have his revolver lying beside him as he sat in his hide,

and I hope I never shall; but it shows that bird photography in Malaya
sometimes has a pioneering quality about it...

The object of our attention was a nest containing four young,
the biggest of which was about 14 days old. Inside the hide, it was
like a furnace, and there were times when I felt quite faint : I had had

no food since 6 a.m., and it was not until nearly 6 p.m., before I

again had something to eat. A wait of four hours was merely time

wasted ; the adult birds never returned. Two of the young were big

enough to clamber out of the nest and they quickly proceeded to do
so, and no doubt their parents were in the vicinity to entice them.

In the end, I had to admit defeat.

Meanwhile Cairns, and his assistant Ralli, had scoured the marsh
and discovered three other nests lof the Yellow Bittern, and one of

the Chestnut Bittern. We went over to look at them, and as we
did so flushed a pair of the Yellow adults. They gave an impression

of contrasting colours of pale fawn and black, the male bird being

lighter in shade. After flying a short distance, they dropped into

the reeds.
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The swamp area of Ginting, Penang.

" Looking like a bandit with a Bren-gun stand.
"

( Photos : A uthor
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The first of these new nests of the Yellow Bittern contained two
young birds and one egg- (one juvenile had only recently emerged
from the egg, and its downy feathers were still damp, while the

egg showed signs of chipping) ; the other two nests each contained

three eggs, of a pale greenish blue colour. The first nest was clearly

the most suitable for photography, so we erected the hide and left

it in place overnight.

All the nests were built some three feet off the ground, and were
astonishingly small for so large a bird, measuring- roughly 4 inches by 4
inches. Constructed of reeds and slender twigs which formed a

slightly hollow pad, they were placed on an interlacing of reed-stems.

Above the nests, a few of the growing stems had been pulled together

to form a rough canopy.

Elsewhere than in Malaya, nest-sites of a different kind have-

been found. Stuart Baker, for instance, quotes Oates as saying

that in Pegu,
'common as this bird is, its nest is one of the most difficult

to find and, when found, to secure. It selects the matted leaves

of immense reeds, and places its nest on the summit where wind
and rain have entangled' the leaves and' worked them into a platform.

The nest itself is a mere pad of dry grass and leaves.

'

Or, Valentine Irwin, who noted in Comillah how, inside a clump
of rushes,

'doubled into the smallest imaginable space, was a Yellow
Bittern, on a little rush-and-reed nest built on the top of a small

mud pillar, which projected about 6 inches above the water-

level ... .'

Stuart Baker himself writes that in Assam, where the Yellow
Bittern is extremely common in suitable areas, the bird,

'builds its nest most often in reeds, rushes or Elephant-grass

round the edges of the swamps and lakes, but seems to place

them indifferently at all heights above the water from an inch

or two to three feet or more, though I have never seen

the nests on the summits pf the reeds as recorded by Oates. I

think most often the nest is quite low down, as low in fact ,as

the tangled mass of broken debris will allow it to be placed, which
may be a couple of inches above the water, or it may be so matted
as to fill all the interspaces between the reed-stems to a considerable

height.'

La Touche writing of the bird in China says that,

'It nests abundantly in the swamps on the Yangtse and in the

marshes of North China, building its nest on the reeds. In the

South it builds as well on bamboos and on trees, the banyans on
Shameen (Canton) being specially mentioned by Vaughan and Jones
as selected by the birds .... The nest in the reed-beds of the
Yangtse is composed of flags or reed-leaves ; where built on bamboos,
twigs, straw and bamboo-leaves in quantity are used, and the nests

on Shameen are said to resemble those of I. cinnamomeus'.

The comparison with the nest of the Chestnut Bittern is particularly

interesting because, in Penang, the two cannot be confused. The
nest of J. cinnamomeus, in the reed-beds of Ginting, is larger and


